Basilica Hudson

Basilica Hudson is uniquely positioned to be a catalyst for the arts and creative economy in 2021. In a time of isolation, our nonprofit programming connects artists, activists, filmmakers, small businesses, environmental advocates, local government officials and community members through safe outdoor gatherings, online livestreams and panels.

This past year reinforced creativity, connection and financial stability as necessities for the independent arts sector to survive. With the support of like-minded partners and institutions, Basilica Hudson can bring innovative, accessible programming to the Hudson Valley and beyond.

Your support helps us maintain our commitment to these many independent creatives whose livelihoods depend on venues & platforms like Basilica. Supporting us, in turn, supports them.

20+ PROGRAMS
95% FREE
13K MAILING LIST RECIPIENTS
34K SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWING

501(c)(3) NONPROFIT

WWW.BASILICAHUDSON.ORG

FEB
DEC
HUDSON AS MUSE
BASILICA BACK GALLERY ARTIST IN RESIDENCE SERIES
An ongoing residency program encouraging partnerships between artists and regional cultural institutions, placing Hudson’s unique location as central muse to the creation of the work. Residencies culminate in public exhibitions and online Zoom panels/artist talks.

JAN
DEC
BASILICA GREEN
Our mission to increase climate action through innovative cultural programming, including workforce development, online interviews, panels, and exclusive performances from artists and activists that elevate their work and engage the local community.

APR
24-HOUR DRONE AT HOME
EXPERIMENTS IN SOUND AND MUSIC
A virtual, all-encompassing, immersive event, 24-HOUR DRONE features musicians and sound artists experimenting with sustained tones, creating a full twenty-four hours of unbroken sound from artists across the globe.

MAY
OCT
BASILICA NONFICTION SCREENING SERIES
Hosted outdoors at the historic Greenville Drive-In Movie Theater, this monthly series presents narrative features, documentaries and experimental films with filmmakers and special guests in attendance for a discussion and Q&A following the screenings.

MAY
NOV
BASILICA FARM & FLEA
SPRING MARKET AND HOLIDAY MARKET
To encourage sustainable shopping and support small businesses in the Hudson Valley, the Basilica Farm & Flea VIRTUAL market showcases a gallery of clickable vendors and products for purchase directly from each webshop hosted on the Basilica website. Also includes free workshops and resources for small businesses.

SEP
BASILICA SOUNDSCAPE
A WEEKEND OF MUSIC + ART
Far from a typical music festival, Basilica SoundScape features a lineup of some of the most innovative and genre-pushing musicians, visual artists and writers with unique collaborations across disciplines. In 2021, the festival will move to an outdoor venue.